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CONSISTENTLY LOW AND FALLING, GLOBAL
INTEREST RATES ECONOMIC CAUSES AND
FINANCIAL EFFECTS

Low, falling and even negative interest rates have been consistent economic phenomena since the international
banking crisis, 2008 and the global, government debt crisis, 2010; underpinning worldwide perceptions that this
situation is the new economic norm of the 21st century.
The actual recession/depression/slump, provoked by excessive bank toxic debt and consequent, excessive
government National Debts caused significantly by resultant, subsequent government bailouts, especially of
private-sector financial institutions, has been followed by a greater perceived recession/depression/slump and an
even-greater fear of future economic downturns which many governments are scared may end in deflation.
Such current perceptions of recession and such fears of
future, severe economic depression are based partly on
the reality of consistently-low Economic Growth rates,
persistently-high Unemployment rates, falling Standards
of Living in Real terms and falling Real Investment levels
throughout the OECD Developed World and partly on the
perception by OECD governments that such unfavourable and
negative economic indicators will persist for the foreseeable
future. Such pessimistic, future economic expectations by
first-world governments are based both on recent-past,
poor performances of economic data/economic indicators
during the recent, actual economic slumps and on persistent
economic uncertainty and incertitude fuelled by exogenous,
stochastic economic shocks and potential economic
earthquakes within the macroeconomics and international
external economic environments : the trade diversion (as
well as trade creation) effects of BREXIT; the possibility of
the Trump Wall and its negative effects on international trade
within the USA-Canada-Mexico trade bloc, irrespective of
whether it’s a tariff wall or a real wall; the potential trade war
between the USA and China; the potential threats to global
oil supplies from never-ending, actual conflicts in the Middle
East, especially in Syria, Iraq and Turkey and ever-present,

potentially-destabilising effects of potential conflicts in Iran
and Israel with resultant, constant fears of significantly-rising
oil Prices and consequences of inevitably-falling, global
Disposable Incomes due to stable Relatively Price Inelastic
Demand for oil causing potential, new Capital flight of
petrodollars away from first-world OECD economies towards
second-world Middle East economies.

Unfavorable and negative
economic indicators will persist
for the foreseeable future

In the face of such actual, current, negative economic
indicators and such economic pessimism of perceived,
present and future, unfavourable economic indicators, firstworld OECD governments have been in the recent past, are at
present and will be in the foreseeable future persistently and
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consistently continuing to make every effort to stimulate Real Domestic Investment and Aggregate Monetary Demand within their
sluggish domestic economies with flat-line Economic Growth trends.
First-world OECD governments are determined to pursue discretionary, reflationary, expansionist economic policies to stimulate
economic recovery in order to avoid, at all costs, the darkest prospect of the perceived threat of future deflation which is the
terrifying potential of falling Nominal and Real Prices, falling Nominal and Real wages, falling Nominal and Real Economic Growth
rates, falling Nominal and Real Disposable Incomes, falling Nominal and Real Standards of Living etc. All honest economists agree
that there is no known exit strategy from deflation; we know what we don’t know and we don’t know! Deflation is the ultimate fear
of all governments because there is no known remedy! How can any government economic policies persuade consumers to buy
more today if they know final goods and services will be cheaper tomorrow? How can they persuade employers to engage/hire
more workers today if they know that wages will be lower tomorrow? How can they persuade producers to make new Investments
in Capital Stock today if they know that loanable funds will cost less tomorrow?
Therefore, all governments, given the current climate of economic pessimism, negative economic expectations, uncertainty and
incertitude, current and perceived, unfavourable economic indicators reflecting actual and potential recession/depression/slump,
persist with every economic policy instrument of reflationary, expansionist policies to regenerate/stimulate economic recovery and
avoid future, potential deflation.
All governments are making every effort, implementing all policy instruments of fiscal and monetary policies, to stimulate domestic
Aggregate Monetary Demand and generate higher levels of domestic Real Investment. See diagrams I and II.
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Diagram I: Neo-Keynesian, demand side, short run, anti-unemployment policies
Socialist, Left-Wing, Interventionist, Demand Side, Keynesian Economists of the Cambridge School, post-1936, have always
believed that Unemployment is caused by a lack/deficiency of Aggregate Demand. Therefore, Neo-Keynesian Theory states
anti-Unemployment policies should focus on Short Run measures to stimulate Aggregate Monetary Demand;		

that

Neo-Keynesians hypothesize that Demand-Led Interventionism, increasing Aggregate Demand D - D1, will create new jobs/
induce increased, aggregate employment Nà - Nà1 as well as higher Inflation since aggregate Prices will rise Pà - Pà1. NeoKeynesian, anti-Unemployment policies/instruments to increase Aggregate Monetary Demand/National Expenditure include
: fiscal Interventionism, in accordance with traditional Keynesian Theory of government, economic management/Short Run,
Aggregate Monetary Demand finetuning, via reflationary fiscal/budgetary policies of higher Government Expenditure  G and/or
lower Taxation  T (such, discretionary fiscal/budgetary policies have non-discretionary, expansionary, monetary effects upon the
domestic Money Supply due to the resultant, government borrowing/federal budget deficit/Public Sector Borrowing Requirement
P.S.B.R. increasing the National Debt); open, expansionist monetary policies, whereby monetary controls and credit restrictions/
regulations are eased to encourage bank lending/bank Loans and advances, thereby increasing bank Deposits, credit availability
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and the domestic Money Supply, in addition to lowering the cost of credit/interest rates in order to induce Domestic Credit
Expansion D.C.E. via discretionary, credit-ease monetary policies; government Regional Policies/encouragement push policies
via discriminatory, government subsidies  G and preferential, tax treatment  T (e.g. higher, tax allowances, tax-free periods) for
firms which establish or expand within the periphery/regions of disproportionately-high Unemployment; government, small-firm,
Enterprise policies of financial assistance for relatively-Labor-intensive, small firms via government grants  G and lower marginal
rates of tax  T in addition to selective assistance/support for small infant firms and new infant industries, especially hi-tech,
high-growth sunrise industries/expanding industries, via tax incentives  T (e.g. tax-deductible expenses on scientific Research
and Development Expenditure) and government subsidization of new product development and new, technological processes/
new production techniques G; Unemployment-palliative schemes, whereby government-financed training programmes and
government-funded employment schemes create Short Run jobs G, such as government subsidies to sunset industries/declining
industries which preserve Short Run employment; Protectionist Interventionism, in accordance with the Cambridge School of NeoKeynesian Economists, via Export subsidies and Import controls/regulations/restrictions in order to stimulate Aggregate Monetary
Demand via (X - M), increasing the Export component of Injections  X   J and lowering the Import component of Withdrawals
 M   W, thereby increasing domestic employment opportunities within Export sectors and domestic industries producing Import
Substitutes.
All governments actively implement Neo-Keynesian, Cambridge School, Short Run, Left-Wing, Interventionist, Demand Side
economic policies to a greater or lesser extent in order to reflate Aggregate Monetary Demand via reflationary fiscal/budgetary
policies i.e. Government Expenditure greater than Taxation in the fiscal year creating a Public Sector Borrowing Requirement/
federal budget deficit adding to the National Debt, the total level of aggregated government debt. Such Short Run Demand
stimulation triggers the positive Keynesian Multiplier effect upon Aggregate Monetary Demand, embracing : regeneration
of regional Demand via Regional Policy, especially via government subsidies and tax-free or tax-deductible Investments for
any firms establishing or expanding in peripheral regions of disproportionately-high unemployment; Unemployment palliative
programmes; government assistance for labor-intensive small firms and new infant firms via government grants and tax rebates/
tax allowances, especially for new, hi-tech infant industries. However, there is clearly a maximum cap on the level of such Short
Run, Interventionist, Neo-Keynesian reflationary budgetary/fiscal policies of Aggregate Monetary Demand stimulation; namely the
resultant, increased level of government indebtedness/higher National Debts which require debt-servicing; the vicious circle of
higher National Debts inducing higher government debt interest payments thereby inducing higher, resultant National Debts must
be avoided. Despite the beneficial Keynesian Multiplier effects of greater Aggregate Monetary Demand for final goods and services
inducing greater Derived Demand for Labor and despite the beneficial Keynesian Accelerator effects of greater Induced Demand
for domestic, private Investment, such Keynesian, government economic management is limited by its consequent, negative effects
of higher levels of government debt in the Long Run.
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Diagram II: Neo-Monetarist, supply side, long run, anti-unemployment policies
Capitalist, Right-Wing, Free Market, Supply Side, Friedmaniac Economists of the Chicago School, post-1969, believe that
Unemployment is caused by a lack of competitiveness within domestic industry/uncompetitive National Output. Therefore,
Neo-Monetarist Theory states that anti-Unemployment policies should concentrate on Long Run measures to instil greater
competitiveness within domestic production. Neo-Monetarists hypothesize that Supply-Led remedies/panaceas/solutions will induce
greater, economic competitiveness and stimulate Long Run Economic Growth; increasing Aggregate Supply S - S1, creating new
jobs/increasing agggregate employment Nà - Nà1 with no resultant Inflation since aggregate Prices will stay constant Pà - Pà2.
Neo-Monetarist Economists theorize that Neo-Keynesian, Demand Side, Short Run, anti-Unemployment policies, increasing
Aggregate Demand D - D1, would be only, totally inflationary, increasing aggregate Prices Pà - Pà1, creating no new jobs/
not alleviating Unemployment. Neo-Monetarism states that only-Supply-Led measures may reduce Long Run Unemployment;
inducing national Economic Growth/greater, Long Run, productive capacity and potential via higher productivity/greater, productive
competitiveness.
Neo-Monetarist, anti-Unemployment policies/instruments to increase Long Run Aggregate Supply via the stimulation of Long
Run Economic Growth include : anti-inflationary policies to increase Long Run, domestic Price competitiveness via discretionary,
deflationary fiscal/budgetary policies of lower Government Expenditure  G and/or higher Taxation  T (with concomitant, nondiscretionary, contractive, monetary effects upon the domestic Money Supply due to the resultant, federal budget surplus/Public
Sector Debt Repayment P.S.D.R. reducing the National Debt) and via tight, restrictionist monetary policies of stringent, credit
controls/monetary restrictions to discourage bank lending/reduce bank Loans and advances, to decrease the availability of credit,
bank Deposits and the domestic Money Supply as well as higher interest rates to reduce domestic credit creation via discretionary,
credit-squeeze monetary policies; increase domestic wage competitiveness, reducing the level of uneconomic, uncompetitive
Labor/Friedmaniac “natural rate of Unemployment” (M. Friedman), by anti-inflationary policies to reduce wage-push Inflation via
Price and Income Policies/wage freezes and by lowering Real wages, even-Nominal/money wages, via reducing the oligopolistic,
wage-fixing, collective-bargaining powers of Labor unions and abolishing government-established wage floors/Minimum Wages
(establishing artificially-high, internationally-uncompetitive wages over and above the Perfect Free Labor Market Equilibrium wage);
decrease and eventually eliminate Concealed/hidden Unemployment/chomage caché/over-manning (underpinning any lack of
competitiveness by domestic firms) by instilling Labor market flexibility via abolishing inflexible, employment-protection legislation
(Deregulation of Labor markets from government interference/controls/regulations) and reducing the employment-protection powers
and restrictive practices of trade unions, such as closed shops; government Investment in Labor training programmes and Human
Capital (such as education, health care) to create an adaptable, flexible, highly-skilled, high-quality, domestic labor force with high
levels of occupational, Labor mobility and competitive, technical expertise; government grants/subsidies for technological Research
and Development Expenditure to increase domestic, technological competitiveness in terms of high-tech, new products and new
production technology; increase geographical, labor mobility by greater flexibility within the housing market via abolition of rent
controls/effective rent caps and planning restrictions (Deregulation/liberalization of housing markets from government interference/
market imperfections and distortions); decrease Voluntary Unemployment by reducing the amount of Social Security benefits and
applying “the principle of less eligibility” (Milton Friedman); increase work incentives/reduce work disincentives via lowering the
burden of direct Taxation levied upon all levels of earned Income.
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Some governments actively implement Neo-Monetarist,
Friedmaniac, Chicago School, Long Run, Right Wing, Free
Market, Supply Side economic policies to a greater (Great
Britain) or lesser (Scandinavian economies) extent in order to
combat actual, current and future, potential recession even
deflation via Supply Side policies to increase competitiveness
of Long Run Aggregate Supply: anti-inflationary policies
embracing Government Expenditure cutbacks to increase
Long Run Price competitiveness; Labor market Deregulation/
liberalisation embracing lower Nominal and Real wages,
abolition of minimum Wages and reductions in Concealed
Unemployment via lower levels of trade union and government
involvement in collective bargaining and employment
protection to increase Long Run wage competitiveness;
application of the principle of less eligibility for lower levels
of chomage payments to reduce Voluntary Unemployment
and increase Labor input; housing market Deregulation/
liberalisation to stimulate the private rented sector, increasing
geographical mobility of Labor; increased Government
Expenditure on vocational training and retraining programmes
to increase Labor skill and flexibility; the Laffer Curve principle
of lower levels of direct taxes on Income and Capital to
encourage greater work input as well as higher levels of
Capital inflows and lower levels of Capital outflows/Capital
flight; competitive, lower interest rates to encourage domestic,
private Investment. Despite the Long Run effectiveness of
greater competitiveness of domestic Long Run Aggregate
Supply in fighting current and future economic downturns,
the cap on the application of such Friedmaniac Economics
is that only Right-Wing governments are prepared to bear
the Short Run Principle of disinflationary Unemployment;
implementation of such Friedmaniac Monetarism may well
mean that Short Run Unemployment increases before the extra
economic competitiveness works to reduce it in the Long Run.
All governments implement expansionist monetary policies of
credit ease to a greater or lesser extent in order to increase
Domestic Credit Expansion via higher levels of commercial
bank Deposits and bank Loans/lending thereby increasing
domestic credit creation and the domestic Money Supply in
order to stimulate Consumption Expenditure on domesticallyproduced final goods and services via greater consumer
credit and greater Investment Expenditure by domestic firms
on Capital plants, buildings, producer goods, machine tools,
Infrastructure via greater, corporate credit availability for
domestic producers/suppliers. The major, recent, monetarypolicy technique of triggering the bank-credit-creation
Multiplier effect is via quantitative-easing/expansionist open

market operations whereby the government sells off some
of its gilt-edged government bonds in order to increase
commercial bank Deposits and liquidity/liquid Reserve assets
which will trigger a multiplied increase in bank Loans and bank
Deposits via the bank-credit-creation Multiplier process. The
maximum cap on the application of quantitative-easing is that
there is clearly a limit to the amount of government bonds that
any government whose National Debt is increasing may sell
to the non-bank public since every sale of government bonds
means government debt must be leveraged in an alternative
way, ceteris paribus.
All the above-mentioned, government economic policies
have a maximum cap on their application. Moreover, all are
less effective than the major, front-line, government policy
instrument to stimulate Aggregate Monetary Demand i.e.
lowering interest rates which also has an almost-unlimited
potential for application.

Right-Wing governments are
prepared to bear the short
run principle of disinflationary
unemployment
The most effective way for all governments to inject greater
Aggregate Demand into their domestic economy is via
lower interest rates which have a vast range of influences/
incidences: lower interest rates reduce costs of borrowing,
consumer credit is cheaper inducing higher levels of
Consumption Expenditure, especially since lower interest
rates make Savings less attractive vis-à-vis consumer
spending; resultant, lower mortgage rates induce an
expansion in Demand for private home ownership in the
domestic housing market; cheaper loanable funds stimulate
an expansion in the corporate Demand for Investment funds
for Capital Stock, such as plants/buildings; lower interest rates
should lead to consequently-lower rents in the private-rentedaccommodation sector inducing correspondingly-higher
Disposable Incomes; lower interest rates create lower credit
repayments on all outstanding loans/debts/credit, significantly
increasing both liquidity and Disposable Incomes of producers
and especially consumers, critical factors in today’s creditdriven society.
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Moreover, government control of interest rates is almost
total and universal since all domestic interest rates in all
countries are managed interest rates, established by central
banks which are either public-sector institutions or privatized
institutions whose mandates include establishment of
managed interest rates in order to further the implementation
of government economic policies in accordance with their
roles as governments’ agents; central banks are interest
rate Price leaders; commercial banks are interest rate Price
followers (as the central bank sets the penal Bank Rate/
Minimum Lending Rate/Base Rate at which commercial banks
could be forced into the bank via lack of liquidity, following
central bank calls for Special Deposits, where the central bank
will act as lender of the last resort at its penal rates).
Therefore, the context is set for the current norm of low
and falling interest rates; they represent the most effective
and most-applicable, discretionary, government economic
policy instrument to stimulate domestic Aggregate Monetary
Demand and/or domestic Long Run Aggregate Supply to try
to combat current and future, real and perceived economic
slumps and especially to avoid any possibility of future
deflation. Governments will continue to pursue their interestrate policies relentlessly; even if further interest-rate cuts
create negative Nominal interest rates as in Switzerland. Real
interest rates are already negative in almost all countries as
Nominal interest rates are almost universally below the official
Inflation indices/Retail Price Index/Cost Price Index in the
Developed World.

The current, low, falling and even-negative interest rates
as discretionary government economic policy may create
a disconnect with the financial markets. Profitable bond
markets clearly benefit from falling interest rates since bond
Prices are inversely related to interest rates; lower interest
rates induce higher bond Prices. Economic uncertainty/
incertitude clearly creates positive opportunities for profitable
Investments within Real assets : real estate/property; precious
metals; les currencies de refuge, such as the Swiss Franc.
However, equity markets continue to boom and rise: partly
because they anticipate uncertainty and factor this into stock
Prices beforehand, there is a time lag between advance
reactions in Stock Exchanges and actual economic events;
partly due to speculative reasons as bullish Stock Markets
are driven by bullish speculators whose expectations of
rising share Prices are self-fulfilling. Nevertheless, there is
an illogicality of booming, financial Stock Markets at a time of
economic uncertainty within actual and/or perceived economic
depression.
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